Crowning of Queen Climaxes
May-Day Play-Day Program

MANY VISITORS WITNESS
SPRING CELEBRATION

May Day will begin at 5:00 p. m., with the crowning of the May Queen. "Over the World to Spring" is the theme, for "although spring does not come at the same time to every country over the world whenever and wherever it comes it is welcomed joyously." Jeanette Tillman and Jane Dickinson are flower girls, Peggy Phelan and Mary Louise Strickland are train bearers to Queen Frances Carson. The four little girls are from Valdosta.

Play Day-May Day promises to be the biggest and grandest day of the entire year. Hundreds of visitors are to be on the campus and to participate in the many activities. Visitors will register in the Guest Book in the Administration Building on their arrival. Hostesses will be in the Rotunda to greet the visitors, give information and favors.

Boy Scouts from the Valdosta Troop will act as guides during the day. G. S. W. C. girls and the visiting high school seniors are divided into six teams, which teams compete in various games and stunts. The six teams are: Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Purple, and Yellow. There is a manager for each team.

In addition to one or more advanced games with which the girls are already familiar, simple games which can be learned quickly and enjoyed immediately have been chosen. Teams will change on the half hour and should be in place on time.

Visitors will register in the Guest Book in the Administration Building on their arrival. Hostesses will be in the Rotunda to greet the visitors, give information and favors.

Boy Scouts from the Valdosta Troop will act as guides during the day. G. S. W. C. girls and the visiting high school seniors are divided into six teams, which teams compete in various games and stunts. The six teams are: Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Purple, and Yellow. There is a manager for each team.

In addition to one or more advanced games with which the girls are already familiar, simple games which can be learned quickly and enjoyed immediately have been chosen. Teams will change on the half hour and should be in place on time.

Individuals may choose any members of other teams, if not occupied in playing team games, to any of the stunts between the hours 10:30 and 11:30 a.m. (Continued on Page Three)

GARDEN OF ROCK
AND FERN COMPLETED
BY CLUB MEMBERS

With the help of Dr. Beatrice Nevins of the Biology department, members of the Math-Science Club have completed a rock garden at the North end of the West Hall.

The pool is cemented, built in the shape of the figure eight, and is shadowed by the shrubbery along the wall. Around the pool, which is six inches deep, have been planted several species of wild fern, moss, and water lilies.

The pool was built not only for attractiveness but in order that members of the biology class might have the more common plants they wish to study at hand.

Carnegie Endowment Sends Hans Simons For Two Lectures

Dr. Hans Simons, Professor of Social Science in the field of international relations and international law in the New School for Social Research, frequently called the University of Exiles, will be at G. S. W. C. on Saturday, May 8. With the assistance of the Carnegie Corporation, the students of this college are presenting him as one of the features of the Artist Series.

Dr. Simons will give two lectures. On Saturday morning at 11 o'clock, he will use as his subject, "Continental Regrouping and the Prospects of International Organization." At 8 o'clock he will speak on "Fascism and Communism as Factors of Foreign Policies in Europe."

Dr. Simons, born 1893, son of the former Chief Justice of Supreme Court Professor Walter Simons, studied law and political science at the Universities of Berlin, Bonn, Muen-Chen, Tuebingen, and Koenisberg. His studies were interrupted by war service. (Continued on Page Two)

First Class Reunion
In School History Is Being Sponsored

For the first time in the history of the school graduates have planned and carried out a successful class reunion. Jackie Studstill Harris, Louise Odom Howell, and Mildred Turnbull of the class of 1936 sent invitations to all members of the class to return to the campus during the May-Day week-end. The Alumni Club furnished the two alumnae rooms in the new dormitory for the occasion and a meeting will be held there Saturday afternoon at three-thirty.

On Sunday morning a breakfast has been planned.

The girls who are planning to be here are: Carol Forrester and Mary Joiner who are teaching at Sales City, Myra Hacke who is teaching at Okapilco, Joy Miller Middleton of Bridgewater, Pearl Wilson who is teaching at Groves, Ruby Harrison who is teaching at Chula, Joe Daniels who is teaching at Lyons, Evelyn May who is teaching at Alapaha, Winnie Adams and Ethlyn Massey who are teaching at Odmum, Bessie Jo Johnson of McRae, Clara Davis Adams Ray of Macon, Clara Louise Driscoll who is teaching at Gordon.

Five New Courses Are Added to Curriculum

DR. HAWKS ANNOUNCES PLAN TO GROUP ELECTIVES

"We think it very valuable that a girl group her electives," was the statement of Dr. G. J. Hawks, chairman of the curriculum committee when she announced that five new course groups had been added to the curriculum for next year. These additions and modifications will enable students to group their electives into what will be known as an elective major.

The groups deal more particularly with extra-curricular activities and will include from four to five courses. In the group which will be called Library Science two courses will be offered to students of junior college ranking next year. According to Dr. Hawks, these courses will be particularly valuable for those who wish to teach in high schools.

The Physical Education group will have one new course presenting the fundamentals of organizations for girls such as playground supervision, girl scouts, campfire girls and summer camp counseling. This group will also require that the student be proficient in two sports.

The elective minor that will be organized for the Home Economics department will be called Homemaking Minor and includes training in cooking and sewing.

(Continued on Page Two)

DRAMATIC CLUB PRESENTS PLAY

WEDNESDAY EVENING BRINGS CRADLE SONG

"Cradle Song" is a simple tale, told in a dignity of language that makes it poetry. The rhythm spins a web of melody as it weaves its story of love of God and a little child. The child is left to the care of aConverted of Dominican Nuns who raise it in peace and quiet and in a righteous fear of her.

Charm School Ends With Talk On Charm And Personality

The last program in the Charm School Series was held on Thursday evening, April 29. Miss Gertrude Gilmer spoke on Charm and Its Relationship to Personality. She gave constructive suggestions as to how to cultivate the kind of charm which is radiated by a generous and unselfish outlook on life. At the end of her talk those who attended were given personality tests as a "chance to check up on their short comings."

The speaker was the dinner guest of the Y. W. C. A. on Thursday evening. In connection with the closing of the charm school, coffee was served after dinner in the Rotunda.

Members of the Junior Class are sponsoring a dance tonight in the new auditorium at eight o'clock Saturday night.

There will be a meeting of the Student Government Association at seven-thirty o'clock in the Rotunda, May 6, at which time the new president will take office.
**Kampus Kaleidoscope**

**Dirt—just snatchs here and there...** proud of Joiner's patches... McLeod is green with envy... so he sent you his picture, Red... are the roses the only attraction Trudy... the whispering campaign among certain of the Freshmen... and was June taken for a ride... Hazel, he didn't tell you all... we're sure your fears are groundless, Anna, didn't you come through all right?... Garbutt, the asbestos plated gal... those Jacksonville week-ends... and so many dates, Virginia!... that letter writing Brewer... how go the D. A. dinners, Myrtle?... and whence the phone calls Hendry?... Ambos sit down striking... did Duncan have her boozed!... hasn't Lancey the cutest little baby face?

**Registration For Next Year Is Scheduled to Begin Immediately**

On either Tuesday afternoon or Wednesday, a faculty meeting will be held for the purpose of discussing changes in the curriculum to be enforced next year. As a follow up on this discussion, a student-faculty meeting will take place early in the week, and at this time the proposed changes for next year's course of study will be explained and open to discussion.

**Carnegie Endowment Sends Hans Simon for Two LECTURES**

(Continued from Page One)

interrupted by active service during the war as head of a department in military administration. After the war he graduated "magna cum laude" as Doctor jurid et rerum politicarum, University of Koenigsberg. In 1919 he organized with an influential group interested in progressive policies in the League of Nations Society. He edited a monthly magazine in the field of international relations. In the founding of the Academy for Political Science in Berlin, he took a leading part and was Director 1924-29. During this period as lecturer at the Academy of Political Science, guest lecturer at many large universities and international societies, he made lecture tours through Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and Switzerland. As Director of the Academy, he planned and arranged the schedule for both a graduate school and a college, to appoint a score of professors and lecturers, and to raise funds. Dr. Simon spent 1927 in Germany because he was unable to reconcile his convictions to the new political creed.

**Sophomores Entertain Freshmen Group At Annual Hat Party**

Acknowledging the superiority of the Freshmen as hat hunters and hiders, the Sophomores honored them with a party in the Gym last Friday evening.

The main features of the party were the games that were played on tables scattered throughout the Gym. The center of the floor was reserved for dancing and in the earlier part of the evening, shuffleboard.

Entertainment was in the form of two murder mysteries which were read to the group to be solved within three minutes from clues contained in the story. A short skit "The Melodrammer" was presented with various members of Sophomore class taking the parts of characters in the play. Thus ends the rivalry between the classes, which began with the unsuccessful hiding of the hat by the Sophomores in October.
TUESDAY-TUESDAY
READY, WILLING
AND ABLE
— with —
RUBY KEELER

WEDNESDAY ONLY
"LET'S GET
MARRIED"
— with —
IDA LUPINO
RALPH BELLAMY

THURSDAY - FRIDAY
WAKE UP AND
LIVE
— with —
WALTER WINCHELL
BOLY BERNIE
ALICE PAYE

Dramatic Club
PRESENTS PLAY
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m. The winner in each case makes one
point for her team. The leaders in
charge will describe and judge stunts.
Every challenge won means a point for
the winner’s team.

Games that will be in use are: Tennis,
football, croquet, shuffleboard, ping
pong, batball; ring tennis, box hockey,
golf, basketball, horse shoes and Prisoner's
Newcomb. Stunts are: Balance Beam,
Jump the Stick, Through the Stick,
Balance Touch, Dumbbell Pull,
Knock your Hat Off, Quoits, Pushing
Pin, Setting Peg, Tug-a-War, and
others.

For the first time in the history of
Play Day-May Day there will be a riding
demonstration. It will take place
at the same time as the archery
demonstration which is from 11:30 to 12:20
a.m. The girls riding are: Kitty Mor-
gan, June Lawson, Frances McLain.
Ellen Hyland, Mary Hargrave, and Ver-
ginia Zipplesky. They will canter, trot,
walk, mount and dismount. The girls
will ride in two’s and three’s. Girls who
will partake in the archery demonstration
are: C. J. Morris, Chappee Bragg, Lo-
rene Johnson, Lois Hafford, Laura Dun-
can, Dody Wilson.

Just before the picnic lunch and social
dancing everyone will assemble in the
Romp Room of the New building to sing
songs, hear announcements, and make
introductions.

The Music Department and the Sock
and Buskin Club will present a Fine
Arts program in the new auditorium at
2:45 p.m. A one-act play "Fourteen"
will be given. The Glee Club will give
every number immediately after the
play and will especially feature the Tri-
ple Quartet. Piano selections will also
be heard.

Festivities in honor of the Queen are:
From the Land of Cherry Blossoms,
A Bit of Erin, Other Lend of the
Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Gypsy Revelers, Tulip Time in
Russia, From the Land of Cherry
Blossoms, A Bit of Erin, Other Lend
of the Holland, Dancing Kilties, A Bit of Erin,
Watch Your Electives

We all know that when we apply for a job, whether it be tomorrow or five years from now, that the more we are capable of doing the more likely we are to be hired. Specialization is important, of course. For that reason we have special schools and special majors and minors. We concentrate our study more or less in one or two fields, and expect to have any work we may do in the future centered around that specialization.

However, all through college we have certain subjects which we take because we choose them, and these subjects are known as electives. Ordinarily we choose electives because they come the right period, or because they have the preferred instructor, or because they have been pointed out as "crip courses."

It is to remedy this situation and to help make electives a valuable part of our college training that the curriculum committee has inaugurated the five new course groups in physical education, home economics, art, music, and liberal science.

Because of the groups it will be possible for a student to group five of her electives and as a result she will be called an "elective minor." For instance, if you are an English major and expect to teach in a small school, you may take your elective minor in physical education and in that way will be prepared not only to teach English, but to supervise playground at the school in which you teach. Or if you are a mathemetic major, your job will be more certain if you can say on your application blank that you are prepared to supervise library also.

Look into this business of ELECTIVE MINORS before you register for next year!

Cinema Cynic

BY PRISCILIA KELLEY

They're calling her Gloria Swanson since her next picture, although in the form of a comeback, is reputed to be a flop.

Kay Francis, who was used to be secretary to Mrs. Alfred Vanderbilt, and at one time for the wife of Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania, recently received a scroll from the New York Club of Secretaries because they consider she progressed further from being a secretary than anyone else.

Wally Beery had never smoked a pipe before but he had to learn how for his role in "The Old Soak." Wally made the mistake of trying to learn while flying his plane however, and got deathly sick.

But he managed to open a window for some air, and then tossed the pipe out. The pipe did not start a forest fire as "The cat is about to die." The dancing days have gone. The Great Signal is on "stop." The cat is about to die.

My Life Is Like a Top

My life is like a top, Whirling merrily, fast, faster, Spinning, spinning, unable to stop.

What's that? The voice of the breeze? My life is like a top, Now the merry jig slows.

Vanities prove a fickle sap To my glittering fire-fled gods.

My life is like a top, The dancing days have gone! The Great Signal is on "stop." The cat is about to die.

My life is like a top! An unseen Hand has gentled A quickening comes before Lo, renascence renewed is for.

IN THE LIBRARY

R. Lomma Currant

Should I be the one up on my knees and on my knees and on my knees I say, "The cat is about to die." The cat is about to die.

Dr. Frank R. Reade reports students note the beginning 1937-38 registration week next week. Also if you have a room preference should make their request as soon as possible so that their wishes may be respected.